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As robotics and AI enter the workforce, organizations are finding that virtually every job can—and
probably should—be redesigned. This is creating completely new categories of work, most
notably hybrid jobs and superjobs.

Jobs today are more machine
powered and data driven than
ever, but they also demand more
high-level human skills like
problem solving, communication,
interpretation, and design. As
machines take over routine,
repeatable tasks and people
focus on more sophisticated
work, traditional roles are
evolving into hybrid jobs and
superjobs performed with a
powerful combination of human
intelligence, artificial intelligence
(AI), cognitive technology, and
robotics.

So, can we safely proclaim
progress or is this cause for
concern? Along with significant
market growth for technologies
like robotic process automation
(RPA), related fears and
uncertainty are on the rise,

according to the Deloitte 2019 Global Human Capital Trends survey. Almost two-thirds of this
year’s respondents cited AI and robotics as an important or very important issue in human
capital, but only 6% consider their organizations ready for the job design, reskilling, and work
reinvention required to integrate people and automation effectively. And the specter of robots
coming for our jobs can still spark lively debate.
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While some jobs may be
eliminated by new automation,
many more are simply destined
for change. Only 38% of Deloitte
2019 Global Human Capital
Trends survey respondents
expect technology to eliminate
jobs within the next three years,
and only 13%  believe
automation will eliminate a
significant number of positions—
far different from a few years ago.

Deloitte research from July 2017 confirms an even more positive outcome, that automating
routine work actually increases the importance of human contributions and capabilities.
According to this research, the value of automation and AI lies in augmenting the workforce—not
replacing human labor with machines—and enabling people to focus on problem solving and
creating new ideas. “It is [the] ability to collectively make sense of the world that makes us
uniquely human and separates us from the robots.”

The Deloitte 2019 Global Human Capital Trends survey bears this out. Most respondents are
using automation to eliminate transactional work and replace repetitive tasks, nearly half are also
augmenting existing work practices to improve productivity, and more than a third are
“reimagining work.” Many are also doubling down on reskilling, investing in retraining to make
automation truly effective and worthwhile.

As machines replace humans for routine work, jobs are evolving to require new combinations of
human skills and capabilities. Organizations are responding by redesigning jobs—along with
business and work processes—to keep pace.

The Rise of Superjobs

In traditional job design, organizations create fixed, stable roles with written job descriptions and
then add management. When parts of a job are automated by machines, people perform the
more interpretive and service-oriented work that remains, generally using higher-level human
skills: problem solving, data interpretation, communications and listening, customer service and
empathy, and teamwork and collaboration. In contrast to fixed tasks, these skills require more
flexible roles and less rigidly defined positions.

In today’s job market, demand and wage acceleration are strongest for hybrid jobs requiring a
blend of technical and soft skills: technology operations and data analysis and interpretation
combined with communication, service, and collaboration, for example. These new job types—
manager, designer, architect, analyst—are evolving into superjobs that leverage the significant
productivity and efficiency gains possible when people work with smart machines, data, and
algorithms. In a superjob, technology has not only changed the skills the job requires; it has
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changed the nature of the work
and the job itself.

From Redesigning Jobs to
Rethinking Work

Creating superjobs—
decomposing, recombining, and
expanding existing roles—
requires deeply rethinking work
design. Simply automating
existing tasks can increase
throughput, but the potential is so
much bigger: Redesigning jobs
and work for a true marriage of
human strengths and machine
power can significantly improve
customer service, output, and
productivity. The rewards are
substantial—but so are the
challenges. Bringing machines
and humans into a genuinely
unified workflow and creating
meaningful roles for people will
demand fresh thinking, strong
enterprise-wide collaboration,

particularly in IT, finance, and HR, and a deliberate plan.

Rethinking work design goes beyond rewriting job descriptions, starting with a broader canvas
and then composing the work to take advantage of machines, people in alternative work
arrangements, and—most importantly—unique human capabilities such as imagination, curiosity,
self-development, and empathy. Traditional job descriptions are typically defined by a narrow
view of skills, activities, tasks, and expectations for highly specific roles, as evidenced by the
proliferation of detailed and formulaic—some would say deadening and uninspiring—job
descriptions and profiles. A job canvas, on the other hand, takes a more expansive, generative,
and meaningful view. In the future, work will be defined by:

‘In a superjob, technology changes not only the skills the job requires but the nature of
the work and the job itself. ’
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Output and problems solved, not activities and tasks executed;

Teams and relationships engaged and motivated, not subordinates supervised;

Tools and technologies that both automate work and augment the workforce to increase productivity and
enhance value to customers; and

Integration of development, learning, and new experiences into the day-to-day (often real-time) flow of work.

Imagine a typical risk management organization. Roles are shifting dramatically with the influx of
technology, from risk sensing to automated workflows. Technology could add value by enabling
shared services professionals to answer more questions, but the larger opportunity starts with a
broader canvas, a vision for what enterprise risk management (ERM) shared services could be.
Technology can enhance quantitative modeling, research, analytics, and data collection that’s
needed for risk analysis and setting the organization’s risk appetite. Combining these insights
with human skills—problem-solving, communication and listening, teamwork and collaboration—
risk organizations could craft an entirely new role as a partner to the business.

People in this superjob could use automation to respond to routine questions, enabling them to
focus primarily on the desired outcome: delivering an effective workforce experience. This is now
much more than a redesigned ERM shared services job. The work encompasses more
possibilities, greater productivity, and, ultimately, a more meaningful human experience.

Watch for Backlash

The flip side of superjobs is growth in commodity jobs, service jobs, and microtasks. Work is
already bifurcating into highly augmented, complex, well-paid jobs on one end, and lower-wage,
lower-skilled work across service sectors on the other, with technology and automation
contributing to division in the job market. The potential social consequences are a call to
reimagine work to meet needs across the workforce, from service and gig workers to superjob
superstars.

Technology advances and the impact on work is not a new challenge, but this chapter is
unfolding in the context of the social enterprise—and the increasingly important connections
between organizations and society. Augmenting the workforce with robotics and AI technology
will, no doubt, lead to new ways to get the job done. The challenge before organizations is to
achieve this reinvention with positive results for business, working people, and the economy and
society as a whole.

—by Erica Volini, principal, Global Human Capital leader, Jeff Schwartz, principal, Human
Capital, and Brad Denny, principal, Human Capital, Deloitte Consulting LLP
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